Thinking about getting a graduate degree? **MA in Linguistics** might be the right program for you!

Join us for an information session just before lunch on **Friday, December 2, 11 am to 12 noon (PST)** to learn more about our program through **zoom**.

We will

- describe our unique program with the two specializations (**General Linguistics** and **Applied Linguistics/TESOL**);
- provide information on the application process;
- introduce a number of certificates that you can complete while in the Master’s program;
- outline teaching opportunities in ESL composition, foreign language instruction, and linguistics;
- briefly introduce our faculty and their current research;
- answer any questions you may have.

Can’t make the date and time? Have questions about the program? Contact Prof. Eniko Csomay Graduate advisor ecsomay@sdsu.edu

Our website: linguistics.sdsu.edu

Scan the QR code for the zoom link